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TOWN OF AYLMER 


STATEMENT OF JENNIFER RAYNAERT 


1. I am the Administrator and Deputy Clerk of The Corporation of the Town of Aylmer (the 


“Town”) and as such have knowledge of the matters herein. 


The Franchise Agreements in Place 


2. The Town is one of six municipalities that are served by the natural gas distribution 


system operated by the Applicant, Natural Resource Gas Limited (“NRG”).   


3. The Town initially entered into a 25-year Franchise Agreement with NRG regarding the 


supply of natural gas to customers within its area dated February 27, 1984.  That Franchise 


Agreement expired on February 27, 2009.  The Town was unable to reach agreement with NRG 


on the terms on which it might renew the Franchise Agreement with NRG at that time.  After a 


hearing, this Board’s Decision and Order dated May 5, 2009 under EB-2008-0413 (the “2009 


Franchise Decision and Order”) provided that, subject to other terms set out therein, the existing 


Franchise Agreement be extended for a period of 3 years, to expire on February 27, 2012.  The 


existing Franchise Agreement is reproduced as Appendix “A” to the 2009 Franchise Decision 


and Order. 


4. NRG’s appeal from the 2009 Franchise Decision and Order was dismissed by the 


Divisional Court on June 14, 2012.  The Court ordered costs payable by NRG to the Town in the 


amount of $10,000.  NRG has not appealed that decision, nor has it paid the costs as ordered. 


5. While NRG’s appeal was still pending, the Town engaged in correspondence with NRG 
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prior to the expiry of the 2009 Franchise Decision and Order on February 27, 2012.  Again, 


based upon the positions taken by NRG, the Town declined to renew the Franchise Agreement at 


that time.   


6. After NRG commenced this Application, the Franchise Agreement was further extended 


by interim order of the Board.   


7. Subsequent “without prejudice” exchanges occurred between NRG and the Town, 


together with the other five municipalities in the NRG service area.  The NRG service area 


includes parts of the areas currently served by the Corporations of the Townships of Malahide 


“Malahide”), and South-West Oxford (“SW Oxford”), and of the Municipalities of Bayham 


(“Bayham”), Central Elgin (“Elgin”) and Thames Centre (“Thames”).  NRG had signed one or 


more Franchise Agreements with predecessors to each of these municipalities, and each of these 


Agreements have different renewal dates.  To the best of my knowledge, information and belief, 


the relevant renewal dates are as follows: 
 
a. Malahide: (South Dorchester) May 5, 2012; (Springfield) October 2, 2014, (Malahide) 


December 15, 2014 


b. Thames: (North Dorchester) November 16, 2012 


c. Bayham: (Port Burwell) May 5, 2012; (Bayham) November 22, 2012, (Vienna) May 9, 
2015 


d. SW Oxford: 2013 


e. Elgin: 2016 


8. For the purposes of the “without prejudice” exchanges with NRG, both prior and between 


Procedural Orders 1 and 2 herein, the Town and its solicitors co-ordinated positions that would 


have been acceptable to all of the six municipalities.  Those positions, however, all included a 
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requirement that the dates, terms and renewal dates all of the new Franchise Agreements to be 


entered into with the participating municipalities would be aligned, as of an effective date and on 


a go-forward basis, either pursuant to another Order of this Board under s. 10 of the Municipal 


Franchises Act or, as a preference, by agreement with NRG.  The Town’s preference for a 


solution by agreement was driven simply by the costs of Board proceedings, and the desirability 


of avoiding such costs if possible. 


9. However, these exchanges were not successful in arriving at terms on which the Town or 


other municipalities were prepared to sign new Franchise Agreements with NRG. 


The Town’s Position and Concerns in EB-2008-0413 


10. At the time of proceedings in EB-2008-0413, circumstances had arisen which had shaken 


the confidence of the Town and its constituents in NRG as the incumbent supplier of natural gas 


to customers within the municipal area of the Town.  These concerns related both to the financial 


viability of NRG, and to the quality and reliability of its service to customers.   


11. The Town detailed those concerns in its interventions in EB-2006-0243 (Compliance 


Order dated June 29, 2007, and Order dated March 12, 2008) and EB-2008-0273 (Decision and 


Order dated November 27, 2008), and in the Town’s Submissions in response to the Board’s 


consultation regarding revisions to its Gas Distribution Access Rule (“GRAR”) (EB-2008-0313).  


The Town re-iterated these concerns in EB-2008-0413, noting that they did not originate with the 


Town of Aylmer or its own corporate interests, but rather were concerns raised by NRG’s own 


customers, both individual and industrial/commercial.  The Town’s concerns were documented 


in a comprehensive Report to Council, dated October 8, 2008.  A copy of that Report and the 
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Resolution of Council dated October 14, 2008 adopting its recommendations were attached at 


Tabs “B” and “C” to the Town’s pre-filed evidence in EB-2008-0413.   


12. The Town’s position and proposal specifically to address these concerns took the form of 


a further Report to Council dated December 11, 2008, approved by Council on December 15, 


2008 and presented to NRG the next day, which are found at the back of Tab D-1 of NRG’s pre-


filed evidence in EB-2008-0413. In summary, the issues raised by the Town were: 


(a) Widespread customer complaints about NRG’s quality of service and security 


deposit practices;  


(b) NRG’s rates generally exceeded those charged by Union in surrounding areas; 


(c) NRG’s recent poor record of support for new industrial development; and 


(d) NRG’s lack of responsiveness to these concerns. 


13. The Town was generally supported by the other municipalities in the NRG service area 


with respect to its goals and position with regard to NRG.  Specific letters and resolutions of 


support from Thames, Bayham, SW Oxford and Malahide were attached at Tab “D” to the 


Town’s pre-filed evidence.  


The Town’s Position and Concerns Today 


14. While the Town had noted that NRG was making some progress in addressing customer 


concerns about the service quality and security deposit issues, the Town also noted that NRG has 


done so grudgingly, for the most part only in response to specific Board Orders, and in some 


cases only after appeals from those Orders.  The other concerns raised by the Town in EB-2008-
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0413 have not been addressed, and continue, and other new concerns have arisen, as follows. 


The Alignment of Terms of the Various Franchise Agreement Renewals 


15. In its 2009 Franchise Decision and Order at pages 11-12, this Board agreed with the 


Town’s proposal for a 3-year renewal term.  The Town understands the Board did so, in part, to 


permit the next renewal of the Town’s Franchise Agreement with NRG to come up in 2012, at a 


time to coincide with the pending renewals of several of NRG’s other Franchise Agreements, 


specifically with Malahide, Thames, and Bayham.  As noted above, the Town believes that two 


other Franchise Agreements have expired while this proceeding has been pending, and two 


others are due to expire within a period of weeks.  Nevertheless, NRG has refused to act on this 


issue. 


16. In the 2009 Franchise Decision and Order, this Board rejected concerns raised by NRG 


about the municipalities’ proposal, which suggested that such a short renewal may affect its 


ability to refinance its long term debts in the interim.  It noted that NRG itself had been arranging 


financing on a relatively short term (5-year on-demand) basis and not on anything like a 20-year 


term.  NRG had continued to be able to conclude such arrangements both prior to and between 


2009 and 2012, even when NRG’s Franchise Agreements with the Town and other 


municipalities have had shorter terms than 5-years remaining prior to renewal.  That situation 


appears to have had no impact on NRG’s ability to refinance its debt, or to finance new 


construction, in 2006 and 2008.  Nevertheless, NRG has continued to raise these same concerns. 


17. The Town continues to believe that alignment of renewal terms is a necessary and 


desirable first step.  Among other things, it would allow all affected municipalities to consider 
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the full range of alternatives with respect to the future supply of gas in these areas, including the 


option of renewal with NRG for a longer term.  It would also enable all of the municipalities to 


exercise greater collective influence upon NRG, particularly with respect to the quality and 


reliability of its service to customers. 


18. The failure of NRG to resolve this issue by agreement, even in the current proceeding, 


and its decision instead to raise again the same concerns that this Board has already rejected in 


the 2009 Franchise Decision and Order, only further underscores the need for the Board to 


resolve the issue once and for all, by Order. 


19. However, this also raises a question about how, practically, an alignment of all of the 


terms of the seven municipalities’ franchise agreements can be accomplished by this Board.  


NRG suggests somehow the onus was on the other municipalities, if they truly wished this relief, 


to have intervened in this proceeding to obtain it.  However, the Town understands that s.10 of 


the Municipal Franchises Act does not permit proceedings by municipalities to renew or amend 


their own franchise agreements to be commenced earlier than a year before those agreements are 


scheduled to expire. 


20. The Town, in paragraph 3(b) of its Draft Issues List, suggested that this proceeding could 


simply be adjourned (with the current extension Order remaining in place) until it can be joined 


with renewal proceedings in respect of all the other Franchise Agreements in the NRG service 


area.  At that time, the issue of an alignment and the issue of the term of any renewal could be 


addressed together, with all affected parties before the Board. 


21. Finally, the Town acknowledges that this Board’s ultimate authority with respect to the 
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Franchise Agreement for its area would include the ability simply to pick a renewal date, after 


the anticipated expiry date of the last of the franchise agreements within NRG’s service area, 


with the intention that each of the other agreements, as they come up for renewal, would be also 


be extended to that date. 


22. The Town also acknowledges that the choice of how best, practically, to achieve an 


alignment of the various franchise agreement terms is for the Board. 


NRG’s Support for New Industrial Development 


23. In its pre-filed evidence in EB-2008-0413, the Town noted that the most alarming 


example of NRG’s lack of customer support involved its inexplicable and repeated interference 


with the development of an ethanol plant within the Town by Integrated Grain Processors Co-


Operative Inc. and IGPC Ethanol Inc. (“IGPC”), and the related new pipeline construction.  The 


Town addressed those issues in its interventions in EB-2006-0243 (Compliance Order dated June 


29, 2007, and Order dated March 12, 2008), which resolved some of the issues that were 


threatening the completion of the initial plant and pipeline construction. 


24. After the 2009 Franchise Decision and Order, the Town was dismayed by the continuing 


failure of NRG to address remaining disputes related to the existing pipeline, either before the 


Board or otherwise.  Although it has not intervened formally, the Town has followed with 


interest IGPC’s attempts to raise some remaining issues in EB-2010-0018 (the “Rate 


Proceedings”), including IGPC’s appeal in that case and the reconsideration proceedings 


currently pending before the Board in EB-2012-0396.   
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25. More recently, however, the Town was again dismayed to be provided with copies of 


correspondence between NRG and IGPC dated June 18, July 3, and July 9, 2012, in which IGPC 


sought to engage NRG in discussions about a possible expansion of its ethanol plant, and 


resulting increases in its demand for natural gas supply within the existing unused capacity of the 


IGPC pipeline.  The Town understands that this expansion project involves an investment of 


between $15 and $20 millions in new monies, with significant potential for related economic and 


employment benefits within the Town and surrounding areas.  However, the response from NRG 


to IGPC’s requests appears to put this expansion project in jeopardy, or at a minimum to make it 


an occasion for further proceedings, either before this Board or otherwise. 


26. While the Town understands that this is now the subject of other proceedings before this 


Board, NRG’s response (like its responses to IGPC leading to the 2007 and 2008 proceedings in 


EB-2006-0243, and like its response to Union Gas leading to the proceedings in EB-2008-0273) 


is the continuation of a highly confrontational, self-interested, and opportunistic approach in 


dealing with the new business and economic development initiatives that our area so desperately 


needs. 


27. From its inception, the IGPC plant and pipeline expansion have been a critical, high 


profile project for the Town and surrounding areas.  It has been an important local economic 


development success story, which should serve to highlight the best characteristics and 


opportunities of our area to others.  Instead, however, NRG’s approach at every stage of the 


project has soured this success, and sent exactly the opposite message to anyone considering a 


development in our area, and especially one that is dependent upon natural gas supply. 
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The Town’s Letter to the Minister 


28. When this exchange of correspondence first came to the Town’s attention in August, 


2012, the Town met with IGPC, with the other municipalities in the NRG service area, and with 


other affected local interests, to discuss options.  That meeting led to the Town joining others in 


writing to the Minister to request new legislation.  Our hope is that this initiative might provide 


this Board with new and better regulatory powers to address some of these ongoing concerns 


more effectively.  A copy of the Town’s letter to the Minister dated September 4, 2012 is found 


as Attachment 1 to this submission. 


Other Issues Respecting Gas Supply to Customers within the Town and Surrounding Areas  


29. The Town is concerned that, despite extensive proceedings both prior to and since the 


2009 Franchise Decision and Order, major issues regarding the quality of gas supply to NRG’s 


service area have not been addressed.  Rather, there is a growing disparity between the quality 


and costs of gas supply services to the Town and surrounding areas, compared to most other 


areas in Ontario.  The following are some of the highlights. 


(a) Despite this Board’s review of NRG’s rates in EB-2010-0018, the rates charged 
by NRG for gas supply in its area remain higher than in immediately surrounding 
Franchise areas and across the province.  These disparities continue to be reported 
in various local media, including the dedicate blog publication at http://nrg-
aylmer.blogspot.ca/p/gas-bill-comparison.html, which reports a 40% difference 
between NRG and a neighbouring Union Gas service area. 


(b) Despite paying these higher-than-normal rates, gas customers in the Town and 
surrounding areas do not have access to energy conservation programs and billing 
options that are now standard elsewhere in the Province of Ontario, including 
major provincially mandated initiatives such as Demand Side Management 
programs, smart-meters and time-of-use billing. 


(c) NRG has sought and continues to be granted exemptions from this Board’s 
GDAR in respect of certain service quality performance obligations, including 
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telephone and call answering performance levels and reporting requirements, that 
are in place in other areas of Ontario to protect customers. 


(d) NRG, alone in the Province among gas and electricity distributors of all sizes, 
does not have a working website, or other means of customer access to 
information or online inquiry. 


(e) NRG has no true equity capital, because its common shares continue to include a 
“retractable” feature.  Nevertheless, alone among gas distributors, NRG’s rates 
are set on a basis that simply “deems” 40% of its actual capital to be equity (even 
though it is not) and allows NRG to earn a return on that 40% at the “equity” rate 
of 9.85% rather than at its actual cost of debt capital (see Decision and Order, 
December 6, 2010, EB-2010-0018, pages 21-31).   


(f) Yet, as this Board has found, disclosure of these “retractable shares” as debt in 
NRG’s financial statements since 2006 “significantly increases the financial risk 
associated with NRG” (Decision and Order, EB-2008-0273, November 27, 2008 
at page 4).  As a result, again alone among gas or electricity distributors in 
Ontario, customers in the NRG service area who are required to post security 
deposits to obtain natural gas supply will rank behind even NRG’s own 
shareholders in the event of an insolvency. 


(g) Unlike both Union Gas and Enbridge, which service most of the rest f the 
Province, NRG has not been ordered by this Board to fully separate its regulated 
gas distribution business and its ancillary business of providing unregulated 
energy services and products, although it has recognized this situation is 
“generally inconsistent with good regulatory practice” (see Decision and Order, 
December 6, 2010, EB-2010-0018, pages 5-6). 


30. The Town acknowledges that this Board has ruled some of these issues to be outside the 


scope of the present proceeding.  As such, the Town cannot and will not seek specific relief in 


respect of them at this time.  However, cumulatively they represent a significant disparity in the 


cost and benefit of gas service to our area, as compared to the rest of the Province.  There is no 


current plan by NRG to address any of these deficiencies, even where (as in the case of its capital 


structure and failure to separate regulated and non-regulated businesses) this Board has clearly 


recognized that the current situation is anomalous and inconsistent with its own usual standards 


for gas utilities elsewhere in this Province  
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31. This is simply not acceptable to the Town as a status quo. 


32. Again, while the Town acknowledges that the Board’s ultimate authority with respect to 


NRG s franchise for the Town’s area is not affected, the Town itself cannot and will not consider 


signing any new Franchise Agreement with NRG unless and until there is significant movement 


by NRG to address these disparities.  The Town also cannot and will not consider signing any 


new Franchise Agreement with NRG unless and until the issues respecting IGPC’s proposed 


expansion of the Ethanol plant and related gas supplies, and the alignment of the renewals 


periods of all franchises in the NRG service area, have been addressed either by NRG or by the 


Board. 


33. To take any other approach would be to condone the status quo, which unfortunately the 


Town cannot and will not do. 


 
Date: October 26, 2012 Stockwoods, LLP 


M. Philip Tunley  LSUC#: 26402J 
Tel: (416) 593-3495 
Fax: (416) 593-3945 
 
Counsel for The Corporation of the Town of 
Aylmer 
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EB-2008-0413 
 
 
 


IN THE MATTER OF the Ontario Energy Board Act 1998, 
S.O.1998, c.15, (Schedule B); 
 
AND IN THE MATTER OF the Municipal Franchises Act, 
R.S.O. 1980, Chapter 309, as amended; 
 
AND IN THE MATTER OF an Application for the renewal 
of a franchise agreement between Natural Resources Gas 
Limited and the Corporation of the Town of Aylmer. 
 
 
 
BEFORE: Gordon Kaiser 
 Presiding Member and Vice Chair 


 
Ken Quesnelle 
Member 
 
Cathy Spoel 
Member 


 
 


DECISION AND ORDER 
 
This is an application by Natural Resources Gas Limited (“NRG”) pursuant to Section 
10 of the Municipal Franchises Act, (“MFA”) to renew its existing franchise agreement 
with the Town of Alymer (“the Town”).  The application is opposed by the Town, the 
largest municipality in which NRG distributes gas, and the Integrated Grain 
Processors Cooperative (“IGPC”), the largest customer in the franchise area.  
 
NRG is a privately owned utility that distributes natural gas in Southern Ontario to 
approximately 6500 customers in Aylmer and surrounding areas.  The service territory 
stretches south from Highway 401 to the shores of Lake Erie.  In addition to Aylmer, 
NRG has franchise agreements with the Township of Malahide, the Municipality of 
Thames Centre, the Township of Bayham, the Township of South West Oxford, and 
the Municipality of Central Elgin. 
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NRG and Aylmer entered into the existing franchise agreement in 1984.  The 
agreement, which expired on February 27, 2009, is attached as Appendix A.  This 
franchise agreement accounts for most of NRG’s 6500 customers.  The franchise 
agreements between NRG and the other five municipalities expire at later dates.  
Three of them, Malahide, Thames Centre and Bayham, expire in 2012. 
 
The Board held an oral hearing on this Application in Aylmer on February 12, 2009, 
and at the conclusion of the hearing issued an interim order extending the existing 
franchise agreement for 90 days or until the Board grants a renewal of that franchise 
agreement under the MFA, whichever comes first. 
 
For some time NRG and the Town of Aylmer have been negotiating the terms of a 
new franchise agreement but have been unable to reach an agreement.  The main 
point of difference is that NRG wants a 20 year term while Aylmer is prepared to offer 
only a 3 year term.  There are other differences in their positions but they are less 
important and more easily resolved. 
 
The Board’s Jurisdiction  
 
Section 10 was added to the MFA in 1969.  Prior to that time both the utility and the 
municipality had a common law right to terminate a franchise upon expiry of a 
franchise agreement.  Section 10 is intended to allow the Board to intervene and 
renew a franchise where the municipality and the utility cannot come to an agreement.  
Either party can apply during the last year of the franchise term.  This section allows 
the Board to determine the term of the new franchise as well as other terms and 
conditions.  Section 10 of the MFA as amended now provides: 
 


10(1) Where the term of a right […] to operate works for the distribution 
of gas has expired or will expire within one year, either the municipality 
or the party having the right may apply to the Ontario Energy Board for 
an order for a renewal of or an extension of the term of the right. 


 
(2) The Ontario Energy Board has and may exercise jurisdiction 
and power necessary for the purposes of this section and, if 
public convenience and necessity appear to require it, may make 
an order renewing or extending the term of the right for such 
period of time and upon such terms and conditions as may be 
prescribed by the Board, or if public convenience and necessity 
do not appear to require a renewal or extension of the term of the 
right, may make an order refusing a renewal or extension of the 
right. […] 
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(5) An order of the Board heretofore or hereafter made under 
subsection (2) renewing or extending the term of the right shall be 
deemed to be a valid by-law of the municipality concerned 
assented to by the municipal electors for the purposes of this Act 
and section 58 of the Public Utilities Act. 


 
In resolving this dispute the Board must determine what is in the public interest or 
what “meets public convenience and necessity”.  That determination must consider 
the objectives of the Board as set out in Section 2 of the OEB Act.  The objectives 
relevant to this inquiry are set out below;  
 


The Board in carrying its responsibilities under this or any other Act in relation 
to gas should be guided by the following objectives; 


 
a) To facilitate competition in the sale of gas to users. [Section 2(1)] 
 
b) To protect the interests of consumers with respect to prices and the 


reliability and quality of gas service. [Section 2(2)] 
 


c) To facilitate the rational expansion of transmission and distribution 
systems. [Section 2(3)] 


 
d) To facilitate the maintenance of a financially viable gas industry for the 


transmission, distribution and storage of gas. [Section 2(5)] 
 


In Union Gas Limited v. Dawn1 the court confirmed that the Board has the sole 
jurisdiction to determine “public convenience and necessity” under section 10 of the 
MFA.  At page 622 the Court stated: 


In my view this statute makes it crystal clear that all matters relating to or 
incidental to the production, distribution, transmission or storage of 
natural gas, including the setting of rates, location of lines and 
appurtenance, expropriation of lines and appurtenances, expropriation of 
necessary lands and easements, are under the exclusive jurisdiction of 
the Ontario Energy Board and are not subject to legislative authority by 
municipal councils under the Planning Act… 


 


The Board is under no obligation to continue any of the terms in the existing 
agreement.  As the Divisional Court stated in the Peterborough  v. Consumers Gas2  
  


 
1 Union Gas Limited v. Dawn (Township) (1977) 76 D.L.R. (3d) 613, Ontario (H.C.J..). 
 
2 Peterborough (City)  v. Consumers Gas (1980), 111 DLR (3d) 234, Ontario, (Div. Ct.) 
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 There is nothing in the statutory provisions to require that the terms and 
conditions found in the expiring agreement must be continued or that 
what is prescribed by the Board as a result of its adjudication be 
agreeable to either or both of the parties.  It is for the Board to adjudicate 
when the matter is set down before them.  Assuming the hearing has 
been properly held, it is immaterial that the terms and conditions 
imposed are not those either in the expiring agreement or in a new 
agreement or are acceptable to the contending parties.  


 
In Centra Gas and the City of Kingston3, the Board found that the “public interest” and 
“public convenience and necessity” are broader than local interests.  The Board is 
required to consider matters affecting the provincial gas distribution system as a 
whole, and not just local interests.  While the views of the municipalities should be 
taken account by the Board they do not entirely determine public convenience and 
necessity.  By the same token the Board in that case noted that the fact that the utility 
might feel it has a “reasonable expectation” does not end the matter.  “The mere fact 
that most franchises are renewed without dispute is not sufficient to justify an 
assumption of automatic renewal of a franchise”. [page 26] 
 
This is not the first time the Board has considered a dispute between a municipality 
and a utility regarding the renewal term of a franchise agreement.  In a number of 
cases a municipality’s request for a lesser term was refused by the Board, which 
instead chose to impose the Model Franchise Agreement.  That agreement will be 
addressed shortly.   
 
There are also a number of cases where the municipality opposed renewal of the 
franchise because it wanted to take over the gas distribution business itself4.  Those 
decisions led to the principle described above that the Board in considering the public 
interest must look beyond the interest of the specific municipality and also consider 
broader provincial interests.   
 


It’s important to understand the context of those decisions.  They invariably relate to 
Union Gas Ltd. and Enbridge Gas Distribution Inc. or their predecessor corporations.  
Both companies are substantially larger than NRG.  Enbridge for example has 


 
3 Centra and City of Kingston, (E.B.A 825), June 23, 2000.. .See also: Union Gas Limited v. Township of Dawn 
(1977) 76 DLR (3d) d13, (Ontario Divisional Court); Surrey v. British Columbia Electric Company (1957) SCR 
121; and  Sydenham Gas and Petroleum Company v. Union Gas Limited [1955] O.J.. 234 (C.A.). 
 
4 Sudbury (City) v. Union Gas Limited (2001), 54 O.R. (3d) 439 , (CA); Kingston (City) v. Ontario Energy Board 
and Union Gas Limited, [2001] O.J. No. 3485, (Div. Ct.)  
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approximately 1.8 million customers and 150 franchise agreements, while Union has 
approximately 1.3 million customers and 800 franchise agreements.   
 
NRG is not a province wide utility.  Nor is the Town of Aylmer attempting to take over 
and operate the franchise itself.  In the case of province wide distribution systems the 
Board understandably has been reluctant to divide territory based on profit maximizing 
initiatives of a local municipality.  It is significant that in none of the previous decisions 
was the quality of service or financial integrity of the utility a major issue.  That is not 
the case here.   
 


The Model Franchise Agreement 
 


Prior to 1988 franchise agreements between municipalities and utilities were 
negotiated between the parties on an individual basis.  In November 1985 the Board 
held a generic hearing to provide guidance on issues frequently arising in franchise 
agreements.  As a result a Model Franchise Agreement was developed5, which has 
since formed the template for most new and renewed franchises.   
 
The Board Report stated that the term of a first time agreement should not be less 
than 15 years and no longer than 20 years.  In the case of renewals, a term of 10 to 
15 years was considered adequate.  The Board issued another Report on the Model 
Franchise Agreement in December of 20006 that confirmed, with minor differences, 
the view of the Board in the 1986 Report. 
 
The 1998 Decision of the Board7 in the application by Centra Gas8 for renewal of 
franchise agreements in the City of Orillia, the Town of Gravenhurst, the Township of 
Severn, and the Town of Bracebridge, reviewed the municipalities’ request for a 
reduced term within the context of the 1986 Report.  There the parties were also 
unable to reach agreement on the term.  The utility requested a 20 year term while the 
municipalities offered 10 years.  The Board concluded at page 16 of the Decision: 


 
5 Report of the Board on the Review of Franchise Agreements, E.B.O. 125, May 21, 1986 
 
6  Report to the Board, December 29, 2000 Re: The Municipal Franchise Act and the 2000 Model Franchise 
Agreement 
 
7 Board Decision with Reasons, March 31,1988  Re: Application by Centra Gas Ontario Inc. for franchise 
renewals with the Corporations of the City of Orillia, the Town of Gravenhurst, the Township of Severn and the 
Town of Bracebridge. The Board File Numbers are: E.B.A. 767, E.B.A. 768, E.B.A. 769, E.B.A. 783 
 
8 Centra Gas Ontario Inc. merged with Union Gas Limited on January 1, 1998.  
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The Board finds that the four Municipalities have not demonstrated unusual9 
circumstances specific to these Municipalities which would justify different 
terms and conditions in their agreements from those in the Model Agreement.  
The Board therefore finds that the franchise agreement for each of the 
Municipalities should be in the model form without the requested amendments.   
As to the term of the agreement, for the same reasons given by the Board in 
E.B.A. 795, terms of 15 years are ordered in each of the four agreements. 


 
Service Quality  
 
In this proceeding both NRG and Board staff submit that the Board should not depart 
from the terms set by the Model Franchise Agreement.  The municipality however is 
only prepared to offer a 3 year term.   
 
The Town’s position is set out in page 4 of its argument10; 
 


Circumstances have arisen in which NRG has been in default in its 
responsibilities to customers and to the electors of the Town.  These 
circumstances have raised concerns about both the financial viability of NRG 
and the quality and reliability of its service to customers.  They have severely 
shaken the Town’s confidence, and that of the Town’s constituents in NRG as 
their incumbent gas supplier and distributor. 


 
The Town’s concern with service quality and financial viability were supported by 
IGPC, largest customer in the franchise area.  The IGPC concerns are summarized at 
page 2 of its argument; 


 
NRG has demonstrated a pattern of conduct that is not acceptable in a 
publicly regulated utility…During the last two years, NRG has admitted 
that it has: (a) failed to comply with its obligations under the GDAR; (b) 
been the subject of an administrative penalty for contravening an order 
of the Board; (c) been the subject of an application to discontinue 
service; and (d) the subject of an unprecedented number of complaints 
to the Board such that the Board commenced a review of its security 
deposit policies.  NRG has failed to complete the cost reconciliation 
required by the Pipeline Cost Recovery Agreement (“PCRA”), which was 
to be completed within 45 Business Days of commencing gas service to 
IGPC.  Finally, there are still unanswered questions about NRG’s 
financial well-being…..If ever there was a situation so unique that it 


 
9  Ten years earlier in Township of Moore and Union Gas Limited, the Board had also rejected a short term 
because there were no “unusual circumstances”, E.B.A. 304, December 21, 1978, page 16 
 
10 Town of Aylmer, Final Written Submissions dated February 27, 2009, Paragraph  9, page 4 
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warranted the Board departing from its traditional practice, this is such a 
situation.  A three year renewal is appropriate – if not generous. 


 
Two main reasons are offered for the proposed shorter term.  First, the Town and 
IGPC say that a shorter period, of 3 years is appropriate in order to give NRG a 
probationary period in which to rebuild customer confidence regarding service quality.   
 
The second ground is that the Town believes that a three year period is necessary in 
order to align the renewal period of the Town’s franchise agreement with those of the 
neighbouring municipalities.   
 
Quality of service is a broad and a general term.  The Town and IGPC site a number 
of examples which they claim demonstrate that NRG has been unresponsive to the 
interests of the Town, its gas consumers, and IGPC.  A number of them relate to the 
difficulty both the Town and IGPC have faced in dealing with NRG regarding a new 
ethanol plant in Aylmer. 
 
In 2006, NRG applied to the Board to construct approximately 28 kilometres of gas 
pipeline to connect the Union Gas distribution system to the new ethanol facility being 
developed by IGPC in the Town of Aylmer.  The Board granted leave on February 2, 
200711 after reviewing the financial viability of the project and receiving assurances 
that there would be no negative impact on existing ratepayers.   
 
Months later in June 2007, NRG refused to execute a necessary assignment.  Without 
the assignment, IGPC could not proceed with the financing of the ethanol plant.  An 
Emergency Motion was brought on June 29, 2007.  The Board12 ordered NRG to 
execute the necessary documentation on the grounds that the assignment had been 
agreed to by the parties and the Board had approved the Agreements when granting 
the leave to construct13.   
 
The Town in its submissions relies on the Board’s Decision on the Motion where the 
Board stated; 


 
11 Board Decision and Order, dated February 2, 2007 Re Application by NRG for Leave to Construct 28.5 km 
natural gas pipeline to supply natural gas to the ethanol plant owned by Integrated Grain Processors Co-
operatives Inc. in the Town of Aylmer 
 
12 Transcript, Motion Hearing, June 29, 2007 page 81, line 21 to page 82 line 14 and page 85, line 3 to page 86, 
line 9 
 
13 Decision and Order, February 2, 2007, granting leave to construct the pipeline, page 2,”Proceeding” Section, 
2nd Paragraph (EB-2006-0243) 
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There is no basis on this record to conclude that a refusal to execute the 
consent is reasonable.  The agreement specifically contemplated it and 
the parties agreed that a consent would be executed to the benefit of the 
company’s lenders and, as such, would be considered reasonable.  We 
see no basis for this refusal and hereby order NRG to execute the 
consent in the form provided by the applicant. 


 


Despite the Order, NRG refused to sign the Agreement14.  As a result the Board levied 
an administrative penalty15.  The Town and IGPC in their submissions rely on the 
Board’s findings in that Decision; 
 


NRG has been franchised to provide natural gas service in this 
municipality, in the Town of Aylmer. .This is an exclusive franchise. 
Natural gas is not available from anyone else.  But that exclusivity 
carries with it certain responsibilities to act in the public interest.  It is not 
apparent that NRG understands those responsibilities at all. 


 
The failure to comply with this Board’s order signals a complete 
disregard for the Board and its processes.  It also signals a complete 
disregard for the people of Aylmer, many of whom are out of work as a 
result of the decline in the tobacco industry.  It looked like this ethanol 
facility would offer considerable relief in that regard. 


 
It is also a complete disregard for the federal government, the province 
of Ontario, and the investors, the farmers that have invested in this 
facility, and of course, IGPC, all of whom have in vested considerable 
time over a considerable period to bring about the agreements which 
would result in the construction of this facility. 


 


Another incident both IGPC and the Town cite regarding service quality is the failure of 
NRG to deal in a timely manner with the request of its gas supplier, Union Gas, for 
adequate security, under its gas supply contract with NRG.  This ultimately led to an 
application by Union Gas16 to the Board to discontinue the supply of gas to NRG – a 
matter of considerable concern to both the Town and IGPC.   
 


 
14 Transcripts, Motion Hearing, (Addendum) June 29, 2007(Afternoon), page 22, line 21 to page 23 line 18 
 
15 Note, NRG has appealed the fine  
 
16  Union Gas Limited Application on August 1, 2008 seeking the Board’s approval to discontinue service to 
Natural Resource Gas  Limited (“NRG”) 
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The issue turned in part on the state of NRG’s financial accounts and, NRG’s claim 
that redeemable shares should be regarded as equity as opposed to debt.  The 
evidence by NRG’s own accountants recognized that under Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles (“GAAP”) redeemable shares were properly classified as debt 
rather than equity.  This meant NRG had little or no equity and Union Gas had no 
security for the outstanding balances.   
 
It turned out that the Bank of Nova Scotia, the main lender to NRG, had the same 
concern.  Those concerns were addressed months earlier when NRG provided the 
Bank with a postponement agreement by which the security interest of the 
redeemable preference shares was postponed to the interest of the bank17.  The 
Board ordered NRG to provide Union Gas with a similar postponement agreement.  
 
The arguments of both IGPC and the Town rely on the Board’s Decision18 as further 
evidence of the lack of adequate service quality; 
 


Union’s concern with the financial stability of NRG was well founded, 
given NRG’s decision to reclassify the preferred shares.  The Scotia 
Bank had a similar concern and NRG addressed it promptly by providing 
a Postponement Agreement. 
 


In the case of Union’s request for security, NRG did not act in a timely 
manner.  The record suggests that NRG essentially stone-walled Union.  
This resulted in significant cost for Union, the Board, the Town of Aylmer 
and the Integrated Grain Processors Co-operative.  This type of 
brinkmanship is not helpful where 6,500 customers and a recently 
activated ethanol plan supported by substantial Federal and provincial 
funding are involved.   


 
IGPC and the Town also note that the conduct of NRG was sanctioned by the Board 
by an administrative penalty against NRG in the case of refusal to sign the assignment 
and a cost award against the NRG shareholders in the case of Union’s application to 
discontinue supply to NRG. 
 
The arguments above were advanced by both the Town and IGPC.  However the 
Town raised an additional complaint relating to NRG’s security deposit policy.   
 


 
17 The redeemable preferred shares are owned by the shareholders of NRG 
 
18 Board Decision and Order dated November 27, 2008, pages 5-7 Re: Union Gas Limited’s Application seeking 
the Board’s approval to discontinue service to Natural Resource Gas Limited (“NRG”),. (EB-2008-0273) 
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In 2008, the Town received a petition with 457 written and 65 on-line signatures 
complaining about NRG’s customer deposit policy.  The evidence before us is that the 
level of security deposits which the Board approved for test year 2007 was $105,000.  
By September 2006 NRG was holding security deposits of $280,000 which increased 
to $603,000 by September 2007 and further to $757,000 by September 2008.  The 
650% increase in security deposits demanded by NRG from its customers in this three 
year period led to widespread customer complaints and the petition to the Town 
Council. 
 
The NRG response to the security deposit issue is that NRG was unaware of the 
petition notwithstanding that it was advertised in the local newspaper.  Second, NRG 
states that it is prepared to comply with new rules the Board has been considering 
with respect to security deposits.   
 
NRG further submits that the increases in deposits resulting from the initiation of the 
new deposit policy and the amount of deposits held will decline as the program 
matures and refunds are made to those demonstrating a good payment record. 
 
NRG offered little response to the allegations that the utility’s quality of service failed 
to meet minimum standards.  The main response seemed to be that the Town was 
acting in bad faith and failed to advise NRG earlier that the Town was not prepared to 
grant NRG the requested 20 year term.  It was suggested that the Town was in some 
fashion coordinating a takeover of NRG facilities with Union Gas and the failure to 
advise NRG of the Town’s position earlier was part of that exercise.  
 
There is no evidence that Union Gas was involved in any way in these discussions.  
Moreover, the evidence of Ms. Adams, the Town’s Chief Administrative Officer, is 
clear.  She was not at liberty to disclose the Council’s position regarding the renewal 
of franchise agreement, until such time as the Council had voted on the matter.  There 
is no evidence that she misled NRG.   
 
Financial Viability 
 
Both the Town and IGPC also question the financial viability of NRG.  These 
submissions rely for the most part on the application by Union to discontinue supply.   
 
Union claimed that NRG’s financials demonstrated that there was no equity and 
therefore no security for the debt NRG was incurring to Union under its gas supply 
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contract.  IGPC and the Town agreed.  They argued that without the security deposits 
NRG had little or no working capital.  Finally, they point to the Board’s findings in that 
Motion that NRG was late in providing the Board with the financial statements required 
under the Board’s rules.   
 
NRG responds that the short term proposed by the municipality will in fact limit the 
utility’s ability to finance and creates no incentive for NRG to invest in facilities.  
 
It’s true that the Board in previous decisions has linked the term of the franchise 
agreement to the financing of the utility19.  This is particularly true for original franchise 
agreements as opposed to renewals.  Here the situation is different.  This utility, unlike 
any other in the province, has no long term financing.  All the financing is short term.  
In fact the financing is a demand note. 
 
NRG then argues that if the Board only awards a three year term its lender will likely 
call the demand note placing the utility in financial jeopardy.  There is no convincing 
evidence that this is likely.   
 
The fact that NRG chooses to finance its operations by way of a demand note (which 
is admittedly unusual) cannot be used as the basis for arguing for a longer term.  
Moreover, when this note was put in place NRG had less than 5 years remaining on 
its existing 20 year franchise agreement.  Nor does the Board accept that a shorter 
term will reduce the incentive of the utility to maintain its facilities.  The Town’s position 
is exactly the opposite; a shorter term may encourage NRG to pay more attention to 
its service quality and financial integrity.   
 
The Alignment of Franchise Agreements 
 
Another rationale offered by the Town for a shorter term of three years is that this will 
allow the Town of Aylmer to align renewal of its franchise agreements with the 
neighbouring municipalities.  NRG responds that this is merely a strategy to allow the 
Town to more easily replace NRG with an alternative supplier.  NRG claims this is an 
improper motive.   
 
The Town admits that this was one of the reasons for the 3 year term.  The Town, 
however argues that a municipality should, if it is in the public interest, have the option 
to contract with a different supplier.  The Town argues while a municipality no longer 


 
19 Re Northern and Central Gas, E.B.A 194, December 3, 1976 
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has the unilateral right to terminate an agreement, the right to terminate always exists 
provided that the Board finds it in the public interest.  The Town also notes that 
whatever happens three years from now will still be subject to Board approval. 
 
The Board does not accept NRG’s position that the alignment of expiration dates in 
the franchise agreements of adjacent municipalities is an improper motive.  Different 
dates are simply an artificial barrier to municipalities seeking alternative supply in the 
appropriate circumstances, a rationale the Board accepted in the 1986 Report20  that 
created the Model Franchise Agreement;  
 


A uniform expiry date within a regional area could help achieve two 
goals.  It might place the local municipalities in a better negotiating 
position with the utility and it would contribute to the standardization of 
franchise agreements at least within each regional municipality or 
county. 
 
 


Board Findings - Term of the Franchise Agreement  
 
The Board accepts that the Model Franchise Agreement serves an important and 
useful purpose.  And the Board agrees that the term should be reduced only in 
“unusual” circumstances.  The question is: do unusual circumstances arise in this 
case?   
 
The Board finds that unusual circumstances do exist in this case and they warrant a 
term substantially less than the standard term specified in the Model Franchise 
Agreement.  
 
The Town and IGPC question both the financial viability and quality of service of NRG.  
The Board agrees that there are serious concerns with respect to both.  However 
there is no evidence to support the Town claim that NRG’s service was unreliable. 
 
The Board accepts the arguments of both IGPC and the Town that the conduct of 
NRG, as confirmed in previous Board decisions, failed to meet the standard expected 
of a public utility in this Province.  There was no apparent reason for refusing to sign 
the assignment to contracts involved in the construction of the ethanol plant.  That 
refusal placed in jeopardy an asset which doubled the size of NRG and offered 


 
20 Report of the Board on the Review of Franchise Agreements, E.B.O. 125, May 21, 1986, page 7/16, paragraph 
7.39 
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increased financial stability to the entire franchise area.  Furthermore when the Board 
ordered the assignment to be signed, the utility refused.   
 
The NRG contract with respect to the Union gas supply contract was equally 
disturbing.  Union was forced to bring an application to discontinue supply which 
placed the entire franchise in jeopardy.  In reviewing the evidence it was clear to the 
Board that NRG could have solved the problem expeditiously without confrontation by 
supplying Union with a postponement agreement similar to the one provided to the 
Bank of Nova Scotia months earlier.  In the Board’s view the Town and IGPC are 
entitled to raise these concerns as questions of service quality in this proceeding. 
 
The Union proceeding also raised valid concerns regarding the financial viability of 
NRG.  It appears that this utility has little or no working capital outside of the customer 
deposits.  When proper accounting treatment is applied, the utility has little or no 
equity. 
 
The Board’s concerns are only heightened by NRG’s pattern of non-disclosure.  The 
reports the utility is required to file with the Board were months late.  The rate 
application has been delayed.  In these circumstances the Board believes it is not in 
the public interest to renew this franchise agreement for a term greater than the three 
years proposed by the Town of Aylmer. 
 
For the reasons stated above the Board orders that the franchise agreement between 
Natural Resource Gas Limited and the Town of Aylmer be extended for a period of 
three years and expire on February 27, 2012. 
 
It is not the intention of the Board in this decision to diminish the importance of the 
Model Franchise Agreement.  The Model Franchise Agreement is an important tool to 
efficiently administer the many franchise agreements across this Province.  The Model 
Franchise Agreement should be departed from only in exceptional and unusual 
circumstances.  This, however, is such a case. 
 
Board Findings - Other Conditions 
 
In addition to limiting the term to three years, the Town asked the Board to impose 
four other conditions on renewing this franchise:  
 


1. The Board should require NRG to file a new rate application within 6 
months. 
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2. The Board should require NRG to implement the Board proposed 
revisions to its customer deposit policy. 


 
3. NRG must give the Town notice of any proceedings brought before the 


Board in which NRG is involved. 
 


4. The security deposits should be placed in a trust account. 
 
The Board agrees that NRG should file a rate application within 6 months for rates to 
be effective October 1, 2010.  The last NRG rate decision21 was rendered in 2006.  It 
is difficult to understand why NRG has not filed a rate application.  The utility has just 
embarked on a capital expansion that doubled its rate base.  The project is completed.  
Those assets now appear to be used and useful.  Most utilities would be anxious to 
have the additions to rate base approved by the Board so they can earn a rate of 
return on those assets.   
 
The Board will order NRG to bring a rate application within six months.  That hearing 
will allow the Board to more completely examine the financial status of NRG.  That 
examination will materially assist any future Board Panel examining the renewal of this 
franchise agreement three years from now. 
 
The next matter relates to security deposits.  That issue has been canvassed earlier in 
this decision.  It is a concern of the Town and its residents.  In this proceeding, NRG 
has agreed to comply with new rules.  Accordingly, the Board will order that as a 
condition of approving this franchise extension NRG within a period of 60 days amend 
its security deposit policies to comply with the rules set out in Appendix B of this 
decision. 
 
The Town has also asked the Board to order NRG to hold the customer security 
deposits in a trust account.  The Town’s concern is that NRG has limited or no equity 
and the customer security deposits represent most of the working capital of the utility.  
NRG’s response is that there will be costs involved in setting up a trust account.  The 
Board recognizes the Town’s concern, but at the same time believes that the new 
security deposit rules set out in Appendix B will address the problem.  Accordingly, the 
Board, will not order that a trust account be created.  
 
The final matter relates to the Town’s request that the franchise agreement be 
amended to require NRG to provide the Town notice of any regulatory proceedings.  


 
21  Board Decision with Reasons, September 20, 2006, approving the rates for Test Year 2007 (EB-2005-0544) 
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The Board does not believe it’s appropriate to add this type of term to the franchise 
agreement.  The Town presumably believes this would provide greater security 
because non compliance would constitute a breach in the agreement.  That, however, 
would create unnecessary risks for the customers.   
 
The Board will however, order that as a condition of approving the franchise 
agreement that NRG provide notice to the Town of any applications it makes to the 
Board.  In all likelihood the Town will receive this notification in the ordinary course.  
There is little harm, however, in making this clear to both the Town and NRG.   
 
 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED THAT: 
 
1. The existing franchise agreement between Natural Resource Gas Limited and the 


Town of Aylmer shall be extended for a period of three years and expire on 
February 27, 2012. 


 
2. Natural Resource Gas Limited shall on or before July 6, 2009 amend its security 


deposit policy to comply with the procedures set out in Appendix B.  
 
3. NRG shall file an application for new rates within six months of this decision for 


rates to be effective October 1, 2010.  
 
4. NRG shall provide notice to the Town of Aylmer and its duly authorized 


representatives, of any regulatory application or proceeding coming under the 
jurisdiction of the Board. 


 
 
DATED at Toronto, May 5, 2009 
 
ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD 
 
Original signed by 
 
Kirsten Walli 
Board Secretary 
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Copy of Expired Franchise Agreement (February 27, 2009) 
[Natural Resource Gas Limited and The Corporation of the Town of Aylmer] 


 
 
 


Board Decision and Order 
Re: Natural Resource Gas Limited Application for Franchise Renewal 


with the Town of Aylmer (EB-2008-0413) 
 


May 5, 2009 
 
 
 















































Appendix  B 
 


Security Deposit Policy for Natural Resource Gas Limited (“NRG”) 
 
 
 


Board Decision and Order 
Re: Natural Resource Gas Limited Application for Franchise Renewal 


with the Town of Aylmer (EB-2008-0413) 
 


May 5, 2009 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







 


 
 


Appendix B 
 


Security Deposit Policy for Natural Resource Gas Limited (“NRG”) 
 
 


Definitions  
 


(a) “general service consumer” means a consumer that is not a 
residential consumer and that annually consumes no more than 
100,000 m3 of gas; and   


 
(1) In managing consumer non-payment risk, NRG shall not discriminate 


among consumers with similar risk profiles or risk related factors except 
where expressly permitted under this Security Deposit Policy. 


 
(2) NRG may require a security deposit from a consumer who is not billed by 


a gas vendor under gas vendor-consolidated billing unless the consumer 
has a good payment history of 1 year in the case of a residential 
consumer, 5 years in the case of a general service consumer and 7 years 
in the case of any other consumer. The time period that makes up the 
good payment history must be the most recent period of time and some of 
the time period must have occurred in the previous 24 months.  NRG shall 
provide a consumer with the specific reasons for requiring a security 
deposit from the consumer. 


 
(3) For the purposes of section (2), a consumer is deemed to have a good 


payment history unless, during the relevant period of time referred to in 
section (2) any of the following has occurred other than by reason of an 
error by NRG: 


 
(a) the consumer has received more than one disconnection notice 


from NRG indicating that NRG intends to disconnect the consumer 
for non-payment; 


 
(b) more than one cheque given to NRG by the consumer has been 


returned by reason of insufficient funds; 
 
(c) more than one pre-authorized payment from the consumer to  NRG 


has failed to be made by reason of insufficient funds; or 
 


(d) at least one visit to the consumer’s premises has been made by or 
on behalf of NRG for the purpose of demanding payment of an 
overdue amount or to shut off or limit the supply of gas to the 
consumer’s premises for non-payment.    
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 (4) Despite section (2), NRG shall not require a security deposit from a 
consumer where: 


 
(a) the consumer provides a letter from another gas distributor  or an 


electricity distributor in Canada confirming a good payment history 
with that distributor for the most recent relevant time period set out 
in section (2) where some of the time period that makes up the 
good payment history has occurred in the previous 24 months; or 


 
(b) the consumer is a residential consumer or a general service 


consumer and provides a satisfactory credit check conducted at the 
consumer’s own expense. 


 
 (5) Subject to sections (6) and (7), the maximum amount of a security deposit 


that NRG may require a consumer to pay shall be calculated as follows: 
billing cycle factor x consumer’s estimated bill.  For this purpose:  


 
(a) the billing cycle factor shall be 2.5 if the consumer is billed monthly 


and shall be 1.75 if the consumer is billed bi-monthly; and  
 
(b) a consumer’s estimated bill shall be determined based on: 


 
i. NRG’s rates and charges in effect at the relevant time; and 
 
ii. the consumer’s average monthly consumption of gas during 


the most recent 12 consecutive months within the past two 
years.  Where the relevant gas consumption information is 
not available for a consumer for 12 consecutive months 
within the past two years or where the distributor does not 
have systems capable of making this calculation, the 
consumer’s average monthly consumption shall be based on 
a reasonable estimate made by NRG.        


  
 (6) Where in a relevant 12-month period a consumer has received more than 


one disconnection notice from NRG indicating that NRG intends to 
disconnect the consumer for non-payment, the consumer’s estimated bill 
may be determined based on the consumer’s highest actual or estimated 
monthly consumption in the most recent 12 consecutive months within the 
past two years.  


  
 (7) Where a consumer other than a residential consumer or a general service 


consumer has a credit rating from a recognized credit rating agency, the 
maximum amount of a security deposit that NRG may require the 
consumer to pay shall be reduced in accordance with the following table:    
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Credit Rating 
(Using Standard and Poor's Rating Terminology) 


 


 
 
 
 
 


 
  
 
 
 
 


 


 


Allowable 
Reduction 
In 
Security 
Deposit 
 


AAA- and above or equivalent 100% 
AA-, AA, AA+ or equivalent 95% 
A-, From A, A+ to below AA or equivalent 85% 
BBB-, From BBB, BBB+ to below A or 
equivalent 


75% 


Below BBB- or equivalent 0% 


 
(8) Subject to section (1) NRG may reduce the amount of a security deposit 


that it requires a consumer to pay for any reason, including where the 
consumer pays under an interim payment arrangement or where the 
consumer makes pre-authorized payments. 


 
 (9) NRG shall accept payment of a security deposit by any consumer in the 


form of cash or cheque, and shall also accept from a non-residential 
consumer security in the form of an automatically renewing, irrevocable 
letter of credit from a bank as defined in the Bank Act (Canada).  In either 
case, the form shall be at the discretion of the consumer.  NRG may also 
accept other forms of security.     


 
 (10)  NRG shall permit a consumer to provide a security deposit in equal 


instalments paid over at least four months, or over such shorter period as 
the consumer may choose. 


 
 (11) Interest shall accrue monthly on security deposits paid by way of cash or 


cheque, commencing on the date of receipt of the total amount of the 
security deposit required by NRG.  The interest rate shall be the Prime 
Business Rate published on the Bank of Canada website less 2 percent, 
updated quarterly.  For any quarter that the noted Prime Business Rate is 
2 percent or less, the interest rate shall be zero percent.  Any accrued 
interest shall be paid out to the consumer at least once every twelve 
months and shall be paid out earlier upon the return or application of the 
security deposit, in whole or in part, or the closure of the consumer’s 
account.  Payment of accrued interest may be effected by crediting the 
consumer’s account or by other means.     


 
 (12) NRG shall, at least once in each calendar year, review each consumer’s 


security deposit to determine whether:  
 


(a) the security deposit is to be returned to the consumer by reason of 
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the fact that the consumer has become entitled to the benefit of the 
exemption set out in section (2) or (4) or 


 
(b) the amount of the security deposit is to be adjusted based on a re-


calculation of the maximum amount of the security deposit in 
accordance with section (5). 


   
 This section applies to all security deposits, whether paid by a consumer 


before or after this Security Deposit Policy came into force (not later than 
July 6, 2009).  


 
 (13) Subject to section (14), upon being requested to do so by a consumer 


NRG shall review the consumer’s security deposit to determine whether: 
 


(a) the security deposit is to be returned to the consumer by reason of 
the fact that the consumer has become entitled to the benefit of the 
exemption set out in section (2) or (4); or 


 
(b) the amount of the security deposit is to be adjusted based on a re-


calculation of the maximum amount of the security deposit in 
accordance with section (5). 


 
 This section applies to all security deposits, whether paid by a consumer 


before or after this Security Deposit Policy came into force (not later than 
July 6, 2009). 


 
 (14) NRG shall not be required to review a security deposit at the request of a 


consumer under section (13) where less than 12 months has elapsed 
since:  


 
(a) the date on which the total amount of the security deposit was paid; 


or 
 
(b) the date on which the consumer last made a request for review 


under that section. 
 


 (15) Subject to section (16), where a review conducted under section (12) or 
(13) reveals that some or all of a security deposit must be returned to a 
consumer, NRG shall promptly return the relevant amount to the 
consumer, with interest where applicable, by crediting the consumer’s 
account or otherwise. 


 
 (16) Where a review conducted under section (12) or (13) reveals that a 


consumer other than a residential consumer or a general service 
consumer has become entitled to the benefit of the exemption set out in 
section (2) or (4), NRG may nonetheless retain up to 50% of the security 
deposit. 
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 (17) Where a review conducted under section (12) or (13) reveals that 


additional security may be sought from a consumer based on the re-
calculation of the maximum amount of the security deposit, NRG may 
require that the additional security be paid at the same time as the 
consumer’s next regular bill comes due. 


 
 (18) NRG shall return any security deposit received from a consumer, with 


interest where applicable, within six weeks of closure of the consumer’s 
account, subject to the right of NRG to use all or a part of the security 
deposit and interest to set off other amounts owing by the consumer to 
NRG. 


 
 (19) NRG shall apply a security deposit, with interest where applicable, to the 


final bill prior to a change in service where a consumer changes supply 
from system gas to a gas vendor that uses gas vendor-consolidated billing 
or where a consumer changes billing options from NRG-consolidated 
billing to split billing or gas vendor-consolidated billing.  However, where a 
consumer changes billing options from NRG-consolidated billing to split 
billing, NRG may retain that portion of the security deposit amount that 
reflects NRG’s reasonable assessment of the non-payment risk 
associated with the new billing option.  In all cases, NRG shall promptly 
return any remaining portion of the security deposit and interest where 
applicable to the consumer.  NRG shall not pay any portion of a 
consumer’s security deposit to a gas vendor. 


 
 (20) Despite sections (12), (13), (15), (18) and (19), where all or part of a 


security deposit has been paid by a third party on behalf of a consumer, 
NRG shall return the amount of the security deposit paid by the third party, 
including interest where applicable, to the third party.  This obligation shall 
apply where and to the extent that: 


 
(a) the third party paid all or part (as applicable) of the security deposit 


directly to NRG; 
 
(b) the third party has requested, at the time the security deposit was 


paid or within a reasonable time thereafter, that NRG return all or 
part (as applicable) of the security deposit to it rather than to the 
consumer; and  


 
(c) there is not then any amount overdue for payment by the consumer 


that NRG is permitted by this Rule to off set using the security 
deposit. 


 
 (21) A consumer that is a corporation within the meaning of the Condominium 


Act, 1998 who has an account with NRG that: 
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(a) relates to a property defined in the Condominium Act, 1998 and 
comprised predominantly of units that are used for residential 
purposes; and 


 
(b) relates to more than one unit in the property, 
 
shall be deemed to be a residential consumer for the purposes of sections 
(2)and (9) provided that the consumer has filed with NRG a declaration in 
a form approved by the Board attesting to the consumer’s status as a 
corporation within the meaning of the Condominium Act, 1998. 


 
 (22) Sections (12) and (13) shall be applied on the basis that a consumer 


referred to in section (21) is a residential consumer even if the consumer 
paid the security deposit prior to the date on which section (21) came into 
force. 
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EB-2006-0246 


 


IN THE MATTER OF the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998, 
S.O.1988, c. 15, (Schedule B);  


AND IN THE MATTER OF an Application by Natural 
Resource Gas Limited for an Order pursuant to Section 90(1) 
of the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998, granting leave to 
construct a natural gas pipeline and ancillary facilities in the 
Township of Malahide, Municipality of Thames Centre and 
the Town of Aylmer.  


AND IN THE MATTER OF Section 19 of the Ontario Energy 
Board Act, 1998. 


  


WRITTEN SUBMISSION OF THE TOWN OF AYLMER 
 (Board Review Hearing, February 28, 2008) 


 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
 
1. These proceedings involve a project (the “Project”) by IGPC Ethanol Inc. 


(“IGPC”) to construct a $130 million ethanol plant (the “Plant”) and related facilities on 


50 acres of land purchased from the Town of Aylmer (the “Town”).  


2. The Town has been an active supporter of the Project from its earliest planning 


stages, and has been a supportive intervenor and participant in the proceedings before the 


Ontario Energy Board relating to the “Leave to Construct” the gas pipeline and ancillary 


facilities needed to supply natural gas to the Project (the “Proposed Facilities”). 


THE FOCUS OF THE HEARING ON FEBRUARY 28, 2008 
 
3. The Town understands that the primary focus of the Review hearing convened by 


the Board to be held on February 28, 2008 is the Board’s Order on the Leave to Construct 







Application, and any outstanding disputes between IGPC and Natural Resource Gas 


Limited (“NRG”) relating to the interpretation or appropriateness of the Conditions of 


Approval, the contracts between those parties, or other aspects of the application or 


evidence referred to in the Board’s Order, that may be delaying the construction of the 


Proposed Facilities. 


4. The Town does not wish to weigh in unnecessarily with respect to these disputes 


between IGPC and NRG. 


5. The interests of the Town, and any evidence it may wish to call, relate entirely to 


any potential these disputes may have to delay construction of the Proposed Facilities. 


6. All affected stakeholders and communities share the Town’s overriding concern 


which is, simply, to ensure that construction commences, and is pursued to successful 


completion, as quickly as possible.   


7. The Town will therefore be listening at this hearing for parties to re-commit 


themselves to the current schedule which, it understands, will see construction commence 


on or about March 17, 2008.   


8. With respect to any disputes between IGPC and NRG, the Town hopes and 


expects that those parties will be able to resolve as many items as possible by agreement 


between themselves in advance of, or at the hearing.  If these items involve the Board’s 


Order or Conditions of Approval, those parties should clearly identify, and seek from the 


Board at this hearing, any further direction, clarification or variation required in that 


regard.  If any disputed items involve unresolved issues of contract interpretation, then 







the Town believes parties should be prepared to proceed “without prejudice” to construct 


the Proposed Facilities, reserving their rights to pursue any further remedies, if need be, 


in the civil courts after the Project has been successfully completed. 


9. This approach is based on the Town’s conviction that this Project, and its 


successful completion, are of overriding importance to all affected stakeholders and 


communities.  It is also based on the dire consequences for all concerned if the Proposed 


Facilities are not constructed, which may be summarized as follows. 


IMPACTS OF THE FACILITIES NOT BEING CONSTRUCTED 
 
10. The record demonstrates that the Town has always been a strong supporter of the 


Project.  The Project is a major one for the Town, and one which, as this Board has noted, 


has the potential to address the deterioration of its economic base resulting from the 


recent loss of Imperial Tobacco.  It is expected that this Project will lead a significant 


upswing in economic activity in both the Town and surrounding communities.   


11. The Town wishes to demonstrate, publicly and in every way possible, its 


continued and unqualified support for all such measures as are necessary to enable this 


critically important Project to proceed.  The Town has consistently made known to the 


parties its support of this Project, and its willingness to do everything reasonably within 


its power to ensure that it proceeds.   


12. The Town, its Council members, and staff have incurred substantial costs and 


worked substantial hours in their efforts to make the Project a reality.  This work has 


been ongoing for over two years. It has been undertaken because the Project is expected 







to provide a material economic impetus and stimulus, not just for the Town of Aylmer, 


but also for many surrounding communities in the region. 


13. It is estimated that the Plant will produce approximately 150 million litres of 


ethanol annually, requiring about 15 million bushels of corn annually or about 38,000 


bushels per day. It is expected that IGPC will maximize its use of locally-produced corn. 


Typically, existing ethanol plants of this size will draw corn from suppliers located within 


a 80-100 kilometre radius of the Plant. Studies of comparable, existing ethanol plants 


have shown that a plant of this size can be expected to increase local corn production 


profits by 5-10 cents per bushel.   (Exhibits A-1 and A-2, attached) 


14. This economic opportunity is extremely important to local farmers. The recent 


close of the Imperial Leaf tobacco plant was a serious economic blow to this important 


sector of our regional economy.   


15. The major co-product of ethanol production from corn is wet and dry distiller's 


grain.  This co-product is an excellent feed source for cattle, swine and poultry.  


Distiller's grains, which are rich in protein, are typically one of the most cost effective 


sources of protein for livestock producers. The Plant is expected to produce large 


quantities of this feed per day (approximately 330 tonnes of dry distillers grain per day), 


which will be available for local livestock users to include in their feed rations, and will 


supplement or replace other more expensive feed sources. (Exhibits A-1 and A-2) 


16. The construction of the Plant has already commenced. The construction requires 


substantial amounts of building materials and it has created approximately 150 jobs, 


much of which are being sourced locally and regionally.  (Exhibits A-3 and A-4) 







17. Direct employment at the Plant is estimated to be about 35 full time employees. 


(Exhibit A-4) 


18. Once operational, the Plant will require ongoing maintenance services, including 


the repairing and replacing of electrical motors, pumps, conveyors and other plant 


components.  Plant operations will involve moving about thousands of tonnes of material 


in and out of the Plant annually, thus providing substantial business opportunities for 


local truck, rail and related service companies.  


19. A study done by AUS Consultants and SJH and Company has estimated that a 


plant of the size under construction would create in excess of 600 permanent jobs in all 


other sectors of the economy as a result of the ethanol Plant. (Exhibit A-2) 


20. An important and unique feature of the Plant is that the project owner is a co-


operative made up of 840 farmer and rural community members, who have invested over 


$48 million in the value-added agricultural processing venture. (Exhibit A-3) 


21. Not only would the failure of this project be a lost economic growth opportunity 


in a region already under extreme economic pressure.  Such failure would also have a 


significant and direct impact on those 840 members of the Co-Operative.   


22. The Town has committed substantial resources over the last five years to 


encourage and support local economic recovery opportunities.  One of the Town's 


projects was the development of its municipally-owned industrial/business park, which 


provides the location of the Plant, as well as other significant local businesses and 


industries.  The Town has approximately 28 acres of industrial park land remaining for 







sale, some of which is optioned.  With the assistance of grants from the Province of 


Ontario, the Town has designed, developed, serviced and marketed the 


industrial/business park in order to make serviced land available to attract new and 


expanded businesses to the region.  The failure of the ethanol Plant to be completed and 


become operational would significantly impair the ability of the Town to market the 


industrial/business park land and attract other, much needed business investment.   


23. As the disputes between IGPC and NRG become publicly known, they have the 


potential to result in unease among business owners and investors. The Town is 


concerned that these disputes will (if not quickly resolved) have ongoing negative 


impacts on the ability of the Town to attract new and/or continued business investment 


and expansion.  


24. Other municipalities in the region are similarly affected and share the Town’s 


concern. For example, the City of St. Thomas and the Council of the County of Elgin 


have both passed resolutions indicating their support for the Project, and the County of 


Elgin has solicited surrounding Counties for their support. (Exhibits A-5, A-6 and A-7 


respectively).  


CONCLUSION 
 
25. The importance of these impacts is not just related to the prospect of failure to 


construct the Proposed Facilities.   


26. More important, for the Town and other stakeholders, they also highlight the 


importance of its successful completion.  The opportunity is here for all parties to 


contribute to and gain from that success by taking an important step, together, in the 







economic renewal of the Town of Aylmer and surrounding communities.  This hearing 


should allow all participants to take up that opportunity. 


 


ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED 


February 27, 2008   
 


 Stockwoods LLP 
Barristers 
The Sun Life Tower 
150 King Street West 
Suite 2512 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5H 1J9 


 
 M. Philip Tunley  


Brennagh Smith   
 
Tel: 416-593-7200 
Fax: 416-593-9345 
 
Solicitors for the Town of Aylmer 
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IN THE MATTER OF the Ontario Energy Board Act 1998, 
S.O.1998, c.15, (Schedule B);  
 
AND IN THE MATTER OF an Application by Union Gas 
Limited for an Order pursuant to Section 36 of the Ontario 
Energy Board Act, 1998, seeking changes to reduce its 
financial exposure in regard to a Bundled T Gas Contract 
and an M9 Delivery Contract with Natural Resource Gas 
Limited.  


 
 
 


BEFORE:  Gordon Kaiser 
     Presiding Member and Vice-Chair 
 
     Cathy Spoel 
     Member 
 
 


DECISION AND ORDER 
 


On August 1, 2008 Union Gas Limited (‘Union”) filed an Application pursuant to Section 
42(1) of the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998 seeking the Board’s approval to 
discontinue service to Natural Resource Gas Limited (“NRG”). The Application was 
amended on October 9th and Union requested alternative relief under Sections 23 and 
36 of the Act. 
 
The Board has granted intervenor status to two parties, Integrated Grain Processors 
Co-operative (“IGPC”) and the Town of Aylmer. 
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NRG sells and distributes natural gas in southern Ontario in a service territory that 
stretches south from highway 401 to the shores of Lake Erie. NRG has approximately 
6,500 customers located in and around the Town of Aylmer. The largest customer is 
IGPC, an ethanol plant in the Town of Aylmer owned by a 650 member Co-operative of 
southern Ontario corn producers. 
 
Background 


 
NRG delivers gas to Union in firm, daily, even quantities pursuant to a Bundled T Gas 
contract (“BT Contract”) first made as of October, 2004. Union delivers gas as a gas 
transmitter to NRG pursuant to an M9 Delivery contract (“Delivery Contract”) first made 
as of October, 2006. Both contracts have now come to an end and Union is currently 
supplying NRG on a month-to-month basis without a contract. 
 
Section 5.04 of the General Terms and Conditions of both the BT Contract and the 
Delivery Contract provide as follows: 


 
“5.04 Financial Assurance 
 
If at any time during the Term of this contract, Union has reasonable 
grounds to believe that Customer’s creditworthiness under the Contract 
has become unsatisfactory, then Union may by written Notice request 
financial assurances from Customer in an amount determined by Union in 
a commercially reasonable manner. Upon receipt of such Notice, 
customer shall have fourteen days to provide such financial assurances.” 


 
Union states that it has reasonable grounds to believe that NRG’s creditworthiness has 
become unsatisfactory and seeks certain financial assurances from NRG which NRG to 
date has refused to grant. 
 
Union advised the Board that its maximum exposure from NRG is currently in the range 
of $1.9 million and that it is only prepared to grant an unsecured facility of $600,000 
leaving a balance of $1.3 million to be satisfied by certain security arrangements.  
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Union proposes two alternatives to NRG. First, NRG can provide assurances in the form 
of a cash security deposit or a letter of credit in the amount of $1.3 million.  Alternatively, 
NRG can make arrangements to change the renewal date of its BT Contract to an 
annual anniversary date of April 1st. The result of the date change would be to limit the 
credit issues arising from NRG’s Banked Gas Account on a going forward basis.1


 
NRG’s response is that its creditworthiness has not deteriorated and it has never failed 
to pay its bills to Union. NRG indicated in its letters of July 2 and September 5, 2008 
that it would not post additional security nor change the date of the Bundled T Contract. 
 
Union cites two developments as legitimate reasons for believing that NRG’s 
creditworthiness has deteriorated.  First, Union notes that its 2007 credit review of NRG 
was based on NRG’s 2006 audited financial statements which contain a qualified 
auditor’s opinion. The reason for the auditor’s qualified opinion was that NRG had Class 
“C” retractable shares outstanding with a redemption value of about $13.5 million and 
under Canadian General Accepted Accounting Principles (“GAAP”) rules these shares 
must be presented on the balance sheet as a liability.  
 
NRG’s Financial Status 
 
The Class “C” retractable shares have been in existence since 2003 but in previous 
audited statements these shares were classified as equity as opposed to liabilities.  Mr. 
David Pallett of the firm Neal, Pallett and Townsend, the NRG auditors, testified in this 
proceeding. He indicated that he was aware that retractable preference shares under 
GAAP were to be treated as a liability but believed that there was an exemption for 
regulated utilities.  Ultimately, he was able to clarify that matter and accordingly, the 
audited Financial Statements for the year ended September 30, 2006 stated that the 
shares were to be treated as liabilities.  According to Union, decreasing NRG’s equity by 
$13.5 million and increasing NRG’s liabilities by the same amount meant NRG had 
negative shareholders equity which “provides no protection for creditors”. 
 


                                                 
1  Currently, the renewal date of the Bundled T Contract is September 30th each year. NRG supplies gas to Union in 
firm, daily, even quantities throughout the year. However, NRG takes gas from Union according to daily and 
monthly demand. That demand is greatest during the winter heating season. That means that by the end of the 
heating season on March 31st, NRG owes Union Gas in an amount valued at approximately $1.9 million dollars. 
Changing the renewal date to March 31st would mean that the balance would have to be zero at that date. This would 
reduce Union’s liability and would impose a one time gas cost on NRG. 
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Union’s second reason for believing that NRG’s credit worthiness had become 
unsatisfactory is that NRG pledged all of its assets to the Bank of Nova Scotia (“BNS”) 
pursuant to a demand loan with that institution. The BNS loan replaced a previous loan 
agreement with Imperial Life Assurance of Canada which had been in existence for 
approximately 12 years. NRG had also pledged all of its assets to Imperial Life under 
the terms of that loan.  
 
Union states however that there are significant differences between the two loans.  
First, the BNS loan is for some $6.4 million compared to $2 million in the case of the 
Imperial loan. Secondly, the BNS loan is a demand loan whereas the original loan was 
long term debt. NRG’s current assets Union claims are not even sufficient to cover the 
Bank’s secured debt much less Union’s unsecured commodity-related debt of $1.9 
million as of March 31st.  
 
Although the Class “C” shares are retractable, NRG is presently prohibited from 
retracting them pursuant to an Assignment, Postponement and Subordination 
Agreement dated August 26, 2008 with the BNS.  Union notes that while this protects 
the BNS, it is of little assistance to an unsecured creditor like Union.  In response, 
counsel for NRG states that NRG is prepared to grant a similar postponement to Union.  
In the Board’s view, this deals with one of Union’s major concerns.  And this appears to 
be the largest concern of the two.  A $13 million reduction in equity and a $13 million 
dollar increase in liability is significant.  NRG is now in a negative equity position. 
 
The BNS loan however, is a different matter.  It is true that there was an increase from 
$2 million to $6 million but this was fully disclosed in 2006 and was dealt with by this 
Board in the 2006 rate case. (See EB-2005-0544, September 20, 2006 at pg. 20). 
 
In the Board’s view, disclosure of retractable shares as a liability significantly increases 
the financial risk associated with NRG. That deterioration however can be addressed by 
NRG providing Union with a Postponement Agreement in substantially the same form 
as NRG provided to BNS. The Board notes that there is no evidence that NRG has 
failed to make any payments to Union in the past.  While it is accepted that there is a 
maximum exposure of some $1.9 million dollars at March 31st each year regarding the 
Bank Gas Account, the situation is not new and NRG has always met its obligations.  
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Financial Disclosure 
 
The Board agrees that Union’s concerns are serious.  Any allegation that a Utility faces 
financial difficulties must always be addressed carefully by the Board.  In this 
connection, the Board is very concerned that NRG’s financial reporting is invariably late.  
NRG’s year end is September 30th.  Under the Board’s Rules2, NRG is required to file 
its audited Financial Statements within four months of year end, i.e. by January 31st of 
the following year.  In 2007 this filing did not occur until July 16th, almost six months late.  
 
It is a condition of this Order that NRG file its 2008 Audited Financial Statements within 
the four month deadline.  And the Board further orders NRG to provide Union with 
unaudited quarterly statements within 60 days of the end of each quarter and to provide 
a copy to the Board.  This is to begin with the quarter ended December 31, 2008.  The 
Board will carefully monitor NRG’s financial performance on an ongoing basis.  
 
NRG should understand that these filing requirements will form part of the contract with 
Union and a failure to provide these Statements to Union in the timeframe specified 
would constitute a breach of the Agreement in which case Union would be entitled to 
pursue any remedies under the Contract related to the breach including an application 
under Section 42 of the Act. 
 
Jurisdiction 
 
The Board recognizes that it is unusual to specify terms such as these in a contract 
between a utility and its customer. The Board believes however that in this case it is 
important to improve the degree of financial disclosure. This will allow Union to protect 
its interests and the Board to monitor the situation more closely.  
 
On previous occasions, the Board has clearly stated that it has the power “to compel the 
provision of service by an LDC to any customer including entry into a Board specified 
contract. This is part of the inherent jurisdiction which the Board has as a regulator of 
gas monopolies”3. The Board has also previously stated that “rates include more than 


                                                 
2   Natural Gas Reporting and Record Keeping Requirements (RRR) Rules for Gas Utilities, December 22,  
     2004 
3  Re Contract Carriage Arrangements for the Consumers Gas Company Ltd.,  ICG Utilities Ltd. and Union Gas 
Limited, Ontario Distribution Systems, EBRO 410-11, March 23, 1987 at p. 23 
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monetary terms and do in fact include conditions of service, particularly those that are 
directly or indirectly rate related”4.  
 
THE BOARD THEREFORE ORDERS THAT: 
 


1. Union and NRG enter into new five year Bundled T gas contracts and M9 
Delivery contracts on substantially the same terms as the existing Bundled T 
contract first made as of October, 2004 and the existing M9 Delivery Contract 
first made on October, 2006 with the following additional terms: 


 
a. NRG shall provide Union with its audited 2008 Annual Financial 


Statements, with a copy to the Board, no later than January 31, 2009, and 
each year thereafter on the same basis; 


 
b. NRG shall provide Union with unaudited quarterly Financial Statements, 


with a copy to the Board, no later than 60 days of completion of each 
quarter beginning with the quarter ended December 31, 2008; and 


 
c. NRG shall provide Union with a Postponement Agreement relating to the 


redemption of the Class “C” retractable shares in a form substantially 
similar to the Postponement Agreement that NRG provided to the BNS on 
August 26, 2008.  The Postponement Agreement shall be provided by 
December 31, 2008. 


 


Costs 
 
The intervenors participating in this hearing shall be entitled to their reasonably incurred 
costs which costs are to be paid by NRG. The common practice is that the applicant 
bears the costs. However, this situation is unique. Union’s concern with the financial 
stability of NRG was well founded, given NRG’s reclassification of the retractable 
shares. The Bank of Nova Scotia had a similar concern and NRG addressed it promptly 
by providing a Postponement Agreement.  
 


                                                 
4  Re Contract Carriage Arrangements for the Consumers Gas Company Ltd.,  Northern and Central Gas 
Corporation Limited  and  Union Gas Limited, Ontario Distribution Systems, EBRO 410-11, April 9, 1986 at p. 182 
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In the case of Union’s request for security, NRG did not act in a timely manner. The 
record suggests that NRG essentially stone-walled Union. This resulted in significant 
costs for Union, the Board, the Town of Aylmer and the Integrated Grain Processors 
Co-operative. This type of brinkmanship is not helpful where 6,500 customers and a 
recently activated ethanol plant supported by substantial Federal and Provincial funding 
are involved. The Board also directs that costs being paid by NRG shall be paid by 
NRG’s shareholder and not passed on to the NRG rate payers.  
 


DATED at Toronto, November 27, 2008 
 
ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD 
 
 
Original signed by 
____________________________ 
Gordon Kaiser 
Vice-Chair and Presiding Member  
 
 
Original signed by 
_____________________________ 
Cathy Spoel 
Panel Member 
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